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External radio-transmitters were placed on 18 muskellunge in Moose 

Lake and Black Lake, Sawyer County, Wisconsin. Movements of the trans- 

mitter-tagged muskellunge were monitored for 14 months, during both the 
open water season and through the ice. Black Lake is predominantly a 

muskellunge, largemouth bass, panfish lake with an area of 52 ha, while 

Moose Lake is predominantly a muskellunge and walleye lake with an area 
of 676 ha. 

Peak movements and activities occurred in spring and fall when water 

temperatures were 4-12°C. During the summer months tagged fish occu- 

pied waters less than 2 m in depth at temperatures of 24-27°C. Greatest 

average swimming velocity of muskellunge observed was 50.8 m/minute. 
During winter months a tagged fish moved out of waters with low oxygen 

levels in the north bay of Black Lake to areas with a more abundant supply 

of oxygen. The monthly home range size of the muskellunge varied from 0.2 
to 2.7 ha in Black Lake and from 2.3 to 27.7 ha in Moose Lake. 

Four spawning areas were identified and spawning activities were ob- 

served. Muskellunge moved onto spawning grounds when water tempera- 

tures reached 8-10°C and remained on spawning grounds until tempera- 
tures reached about 14°C. Spawning occurred at night in depths less than 1 

m over muck/sand bottoms with much debris and dead vegetation. Spawn- 
ing areas were also approximately 1.5°C warmer than adjacent waters.
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The muskellunge (Esox masqut- on the activity patterns and move- was an attempt to more completely de- 

nongy Mitchill) isa key linkin ourrec- — ments of this species. | scribe behavior and movement of the 

reational economy and of great interest _ Various tagging and mark-recap- muskellunge through the use of under- 

to the biologist and sportsman alike. ture studies such as those by William- water telemetry. 

Since muskellunge populations are al- son (1940), Crossman (1956), and Since its beginnings in the late 

ways relatively low (Oehmcke et al. Johnson (1963) presented much of the 1950’s (Trefthen 1956; Johnson 1960) , 

1968), precise management of the movement information on the muskel- underwater telemetry has been widely | 

muskellunge is desirable. At present lunge known today. Two studies con- used in fishery research throughout 

the literature contains little basic be- current with this one (Crossman 1977; North America and other parts of the 

havioral information on the muskel- | Minor and Crossman 1978) have re- world. Stasko (1975a) provides a bibli- 

lunge, resulting in much speculation sulted in home range and movement ography of recent research. 

concerning its habits. Biologists need information on the muskellunge in On- The objectives of this study on mus- 

to know the carrying capacity of our tario. Yet, knowledge about the life kellunge were to: (1) assess the appli- , 

lakes and rivers for muskellunge to aid history of the species remains incom- cability of telemetry techniques for the 

in management decisions such as plete because of inadequate methods study of this species; (2) determine the 

stocking and harvest quotas, to iden- of studying movement at all times of extent of movement and size of home 

tify spawning areas, and to determine the year. Data on the winter move- range; (3) describe seasonal move- 

precise spawning behavior and the ef- ments and spawning activities of the ments and activities; and (4) identify 

fects of physical and biological factors muskellunge remain sparse. This study and describe spawning areas. 

This study was conducted in two dominant group being the pondweeds, 
lakes, Moose Lake and Black Lake, lo- Potamogeton spp.; burreeds, Spar- so38 | 

cated in the Chequamegon National ganium spp.; cattails, Typha sp.; reed - MOOSE LAKE 

Forest in Sawyer County in the heart grass, Phragmites sp.; and rushes, | PX -BLACK LAKE d 

of northwestern Wisconsin’s native Scirpus spp. Moose Lake is a Class A Za 

| muskellunge range (Fig. 1). Moose muskellunge lake and has one of the ray f= =) 
Lake is a reservoir, controlled by a con- best naturally reproducing muskel- Ee] Ee o 
crete droplog dam with a head of 4 m, lunge populations in the state (De- es PS 5 
that was first filled to its present level partment of Natural Resources 1970). PL P| als fy 
in 1912. Prior to 1912 smaller log dams Other major fish species include: wal- Ch | aL fe} | 
were built and the reservoir was used leye, Stizostedion vitrium (Mitchill) ; VERS 

as a holding pond for logs later trans- black crappie, Pomoxis nigromacu- =TatT7 

ported down the Chippewa River.The latus (LeSueur); rockbass, Am- eee 
water level of the lake is drawn down bloplites rupestris (Rafinesque); yel- =) 2] Ln 
2.1 m from about November 15 to the low perch, Perca flavescens (Mitchill) ; Le A 

time of ice breakup in the early spring. white sucker, Catastomus commersoni CEP 

Moose Lake has a surface area of (Lacepede) ; and redhorse, Moxostoma [7 Get 

676 ha with a maximum depth of 6 m spp. Moose Lake has several resorts, 

and 57 km of highly irregular shoreline many seasonal and permanent dwell- FIGURE 1. Location of Moose Lake 

including islands. Three major rivers ings and a U.S. Forest Service and Black Lake. 
enter it, Little Moose, Big Moose and campground. 

the West Fork of the Chippewa, and Black Lake has a surface area of 52 

several minor streams. It is approxi- ha with a maximum depth of 5.2 m and 
mately 12 km long and in most places approximately 5 km of shoreline (Fig. both emergent and submergent 

less than 2 km wide (Fig. 2). It is gen- 3). It has two small inlets and one out- aquatic vegetation, adding detritus to 
erally shallow with 14% of its area less let, Fishtrap Creek, which is tributary the bottom, and the marsh vegetation 

than 1 m deep and only 0.5% over 6.5 of the East Fork of the Chippewa encroaching on the shoreline. The 

m in depth. It has a pH of 6.9, total al- River. The original water level of Black = north bay has a small stream flowing 
kalinity of 22 ppm, a conductivity of 78 Lake has been raised 1.8 m by a con- into it and is largely encircled by a 
micromoles/em* and a secchi disc crete roller dam. It was used as a hold- sphagnum and tamarack marsh pro- 
reading of 1.1 m during the summer. ing lake for logs during the logging era ducing a spongy unstable shoreline. By 
The original river channels are sand of the late 1800’s and early 1900’s. early summer this portion of the lake is 
and gravel with scattered boulders of Black Lake is about 1.7 kmlongand — choked with vegetation. 
assorted sizes and muck in deep holes. is divided into two basins. The north The remaining 70° of Black Lake 
The bays are generally muddy and bay makes up about 30% of the total is made up of a south basin which is 
strewn with rocks, logs and stumps. _—_area. This area of the lake is nearing |§ much deeper, containing the bulk of | 

2 Vegetation is generally sparse, the pre- extinction due to the heavy growth of the open water and the outlet. It has a
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FIGURE 2. Map of Moose Lake.



| | pH of 7.5, total alkalinity of 31 ppm, a 
| conductivity of 90 micromoles/ _ 

: foe ea cm®and a secchi disc reading of 1.2 m. 
| Wt FS The bottom is strewn with logs and is 

| foxy ph mostly muck except along much of the 
| . 4) WISTS ES SEI shoreline where a strip generally less 

ger SS, than 20 m of sand and/or gravel 

== 3 we prevails. Vegetation is generally abun- 
s \\W) ySS Ts dant in Black Lake except for the 

| : @ a" deeper areas of the south basin. Most 
(a of the shoreline is lined with emergent 

) A CHEQUAMEGON vegetation consisting of bulrushes; cat- 
te 2 FOREST tail; reed grass; arrowhead, Sagittaria 

y SETS eA sp.; and pickerelweed, Pontederia sp. 
S oN Patches of water lilies, Nuphar sp. and 

Vota Nymphaea sp.; and water shield, 
. jJaSSm Brasenia sp. are particularly common 
sy / ——~ | in the north bay and scattered along 

© the shoreline of the southern basin. 

} Submergent vegetation growing to 1 to 

: y) | 2 m depths includes pondweeds; horn- 
wort, Certophylum sp.; wild celery, 

's Vallisneria sp.; bladderwort, Uftricu- 
laria sp.; milfoil, Myriophyllum sp.; 

7/4 10! mare’s tail, Hippuris sp.; and Elodea 
! 53 sp. 

10 _ 500 m | Black Lake is a Class A muskel- 

A = { lunge lake. Other species of fish in- 

s ; clude: largemouth bass, Micropterus 

| MA eo salmoides Macepece) yellow perch; 

“ 2 ack crappie; sunfishes, Lepomis spp.; 

ot @ WATER SAMPLING SITES and white sucker. Small panfish are 
very abundant indicating the possibil- 
ity of stunted growth due to over popu- : 

lation. Both Black Lake and Moose | 

Lake become thermally stratified in 

FIGURE 3. Map of Black Lake. summer and winter. 

MATERIALS and METHODS 

ried by the tracker on foot, skis or ina ported successful use of external trans- 
RADIO-TELEMETRY boat. mitters on walleye. Winter (1977) 
EQUIPMENT Three types of radio-transmitters found that external transmitters 

were used in this study. Transmitters caused no mortality or fungal infection 
The radio-telemetry equipment with a calculated life span of 90 days and did not prevent fast escape, feed- 

used in this study was designed and weighed 16 g in water, were 5.5 cm long ing and long movements of largemouth 
constructed by the Cedar Creek and 1.5 cm in diameter. Temperature- bass. 
Bioelectronics Laboratory of the Uni- sensitive transmitters, 300-day and 
versity of Minnesota. Radio-transmit- 180-day, weighed 34 g in water and 
ters consisted of the radio circuitry, were 8 cm by 1.5 cm. Curves for the 

crystal and battery encased in Scotch- temperature-sensitive transmitters CAPTURE OF 
cast no. 5 (Trademark of the 3M Com- were calibrated in the laboratory by MUSKELLUNGE AND 
pany) plus a 30 cm whip antenna and a plotting pulse rate per minute against 

teflon-coated attachment wire (Fig. 4). the temperature of the water, since TRANSMITTER TAGGING 

A 53MHz receiver and a diamond- there is a direct relationship between PROCEDURE 
shaped bidirectional loop antenna pulse frequency and temperature. 
were used to receive the radio signals Based on the results of a prelimi- Muskellunge were captured using 
(Fig. 5). For a detailed description of nary study testing the effects of exter- fyke nets with 1.2 by 1.8 m front frames 
transmitter and receiver construction nal and internal transmitters on mus- —- With 2.5 cm mesh and 15 m leads (Fig. 
and circuitry see Cochran and Lord kellunge survival, external 6). The lead was run perpendicularly 

(1963) and Winter (1976). The re- transmitters were used in this study from the shoreline to the hoop net 

4 ceiver and antenna could easily be car- (Append. A). Holt et al. (1977) re- which was placed in 1 to 2 m of water.



i ea SCC Various sizes of muskellunge were eas- 
; 2 8 w ; a ee ily captured. 

es : — Fish selected for tagging with exter- 
' . : ae : nal radio-transmitters were weighed 

ae fe: 3 ; i and placed in a 1.5 by 0.5 by 0.7 m port- 
a ME | able tank where they were measured 

K od and tagged (Fig. 7). These fish ranged 
me oo i in length from 70 to 107 cr: and in 

S i ee ; jog ; weight from 1.8 to 10.1 kg (Table 1). 
oe : oo ; Muskellunge were very docile when 

a oe a _ placed in the tank with enough water 
CF ee : | to cover the gills but leaving the dorsal 

ee ee ey surface out of the water. The fish were 
UL Do ag — easily tagged without the use of an an- a ee esthetic. Should a muskellunge begin BF ee ; | to tense up it would simply be left 

oe OT ee | ; : alone until it relaxed, usually after 
Co lr about 30 seconds, and the procedure 
FIGURE 4. Radio-transmitters placed on muskellunge used in study. could be continued. The larger muskel- 

lunge, over 85 cm, were more docile 

and easier to tag than the smaller 
i sco sp etna individuals. 

eS ge ae ie _ —— es a Transmitters were attached exter- 
LS oa — ee nally to the back beside the dorsal fin. 
—  # #§©«FC6Lh si F_ The basic procedure described by Win- 7 . J a oe — ter (1977) was used with minor modifi- 

| — oA ee a < — cation. A surgical needle was used to 
a eel - &. oe pass the teflon-coated attachment 

CO ee ee Wie , is wire, connected to the transmitter, un- 
oo es oy ae gi : fee derneath the dorsal fin’s supporting 

. a a : ae ee , ee tissue. On the opposite side of the fish 
ss “Se x ae >| _ the wire was passed through a plastic 

3 Pe 2 foe a . . washer. The wire was then brought 
ee ° 2 re i ae, back through a second hole in the 
Ln ; te . : “Hee ce) washer, then back through the subdor- 
e my “ ae oe .) . ma sal tissue of the fish and through a hole 
ee % A > i) in the posterior end of the transmitter. 
oy’ u oo ee ~— e wire could then be securely knot- 

ae 8 Co 4 @ j ted to hold the unit tightly in place 
oO 9 ee a | (Fig. 8). The end result was a continu- 

ee oN ous loop so when the attachment wire 
ee a, ’ breaks, the entire unit falls off the fish. 

ee a) ee It is important that the anterior end of 
b, “ae — E the transmitter be offset fusiform- 
tet ae shaped and that the attachment wire 
ia ee should come out the most anterior part 
FIGURE 5. Radio-receiver. of the transmitter. This reduced drag 

and prevented weeds from getting 
hooked on the unit (Fig. 9). The mus- 

a ear A. x: ae kellunge were released immediately af- 
: Me ; eae oe ee ter tagging. The entire transmitter at- 

ee ry tachment procedure took from 3 to 5 
i : 4 minutes. 

TRACKING 

QQ ——_— = see gece Muskellunge were tracked from a fi- 
oa a st : erie << Z 2 pipe is" berglass or aluminum outboard boat or 
ete [SE Seg: _ a levy from shore during the open water sea- 
ie Bee. 2 Sy a x L See son. During winter, skis proved to be 

ies pee SN A , one aoe the most efficient means of transporta- 
ite. a She “ oe tion for the tracker. 
Rye ee si ( 3 Field tests showed the maximum 
Been $ Se F : on os. distance a transmitter signal could be 
eee i eee Se sa ae ee picked up was 1.8 km, and the average 
eng. 2 eg ee a Ee SSS. range was 1.3 km when the transmitter 
Sc pn SS Sak sets Ss was placed at a depth of 1 m and the 
si 2 ee a = ooo 4 SSS 3 average range was 0.8 km at a depth of 

beer ae pa eee = sage ase. : 10 m, the maximum depth of water in 5 
FIGURE 6. Hoop net used to capture muskellunge. this study. No noticeable decrease in



"Se Gay ee ms ee “gi 28 " 

yi a ae _ oom . SS ewe 

,* Pat Re il ON 7 f. 

ie er See 8 . A . . 

>. 2a Me OU fa Ss 
range was observed through 60 cm of | Ae > ~~ Je a 
ice covering the lakes during winter | & pf.) ae kk : 

months. Each transmitter had a differ- " P| 4 Ci — ” ‘ a 
ent frequency and the channels were a | _. Vee oS “ 

dialed on the receiver similar to a ra- ' oe. 4 
dio. This enabled the tracker to iden-  & MD oF A 
tify the individual fish being tracked. , aoe bi a : B 

Transmitter-tagged muskellunge \ of 4 “1? Sa bo ee oe 

were tracked both day and night in all vi, a + kod i od o 

types of weather and at all times of the iN me x a 4 . 8 

year. At times fish were tracked contin- . a | 4 -_ <3 
uously for up to 20 hours, especially — Fi. 4 Se . 

immediately after release or at times of ’ oY 7 . . Le . 
increased activity. During periods of ES * he = . ae 3 

continuous tracking fish locations were B. aust Cuat 3 

recorded at 15-minute intervals. A ran- —" PO a te 2 

Fee otek dei cen FIGURE 7. Portable tank for holding FIGURE 8. Tagging Procedure. 
ods of less intense tracking. Locations muskellunge during tagging: 
of fish were determined by triangula- 

tion, visual landmarks, and by use of a a ge : — _ ; 

range finder. NN ee Oe 
A grid was established on each lake Pe ee oe ae: fa 

(Fig. 10). The Moose Lake grid was di- “ e 
vided into 60 m intervals and the Black eo ee a eo io & toe oe 
Lake grid was divided into 30 m inter- ei he ee <3 
vals. An observed animal location (fix) i ‘ cs 

was recorded and numbered according sci . 
to its respective grid square based on Se ae bs a. oe 
the X-Y coordinate system encompass- a » 

ing the entire lake. iM ee ae oo om 

Activity of the fish was recorded at ets: 
the time of each fix when it could be ac- m 
curately determined. When a trans- pangs ee Dae MMOS fn Ge EPI ET i aa aeg nem AP a 

mitter is turned or moving in any di- one ge = a 3 be 
rection an increase or decrease in — a a , a, : 
signal intensity is noted. When FIGURE 9. Muskellunge with external radio-transmitter attached. 

changes in signal intensity were ob- 
served the fish was recorded as being 
active at the time the fix was recorded. 
If the signal intensity was constant the 
fish was considered resting. If the 
tracker was unable to determine if the 
fish was resting or active, the activity 
was recorded as unknown. Activity ar tee cal ot 
should not be confused with movement 2 FEEEEE EEE EEE {THEE Rae EAEEH Hee 
which is a form of activity resulting in a Soe SE nl SE 

change in location. BENCH HEAT HEH Hii 
At the time each fix was recorded SEALE EEE 

the following environmental parame- BC Heer HEHE EEE 
ters were recorded: water temperature 38 Ee eH Le EEECEEH RBS EEE] 
and light intensity at 1 m of depth, 4 ESHECEEBEtE ern be 

wind direction, wind velocity, percent z FP reeset es 
cloud cover, cloud type, movement of a PRR Lh EEE 
the barometer (up, down or steady), 36 EEE ee CHS 
barometric pressure and solunar pe- I Frere ECee Crt eat HEP 
riod. For fish tagged with temperature- 12 arte ae a TART 
sensitive transmitters, the water tem- spear Rp ee GEER 
perature at the fish’s position was also SEE CERES 
recorded. Eee eee ees eek eee eSS Bho aR SSSS SS Tek 

Two water quality monitoring sta- 

tions were selected on each lake where 
water temperature, oxygen content, 
and conductivity profiles were moni- 

tored on a biweekly basis throughout 
6 the tracking period (Figs. 2 and 3). FIGURE 10. Grid-square system used on Moose Lake.
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TABLE 1. Summary of radio-tracked muskellunge and mean home range sizes in Moose Lake and Black Lake. | 

Length Weight First Day Last Day Mean Home Range | 

Fish No. (cm) (kg) No. Fixes Tracked Tracked No. Days _ (ha) | | 

Moose L. | | 

1 86 4.1 292 26 Jun 76 5 Sep 76 72 15.1 | | 

2 104 5.4 193 26 Jun 76 3 Sep 76 70 12.3 | | 

3 88 5.0 166 3 Sep 76 4 Nov 76 63 27.7 ! ! 

4 88 3.6 221 3 Sep 76 14 Dec 76 103 22.0 

5 104 10.1 126 29 Sep 76 8 Mar 77 161 4.4 | | 

6 84 3.6 45 14 Oct 76 15 Feb 77 125 2.5 : | 

7 107 7.7 160 16 Oct 76 29 Jun 77 226 5.2 : | 

8 90 4.5 43 23 Oct 76 29 Apr 77 189 3.3 | 

9 94 5.9 52 21 Jun 77 2 Aug 77 43 3.6 | 

10* | 71 2.3 58 7 Jul 77 20 Aug 77 45 2.3 | | 

11* 719 3.6 53 9 Jul 77 12 Aug 77 35 2.9 ! | 

Black L. | | | 

12 80 2.7 208 8 Sep 76 18 Dec 76 102 1.4 | | 

13 | 79 2.9 — 210 8 Sep 76 24 Apr 77 229 1.5 | | 

14 71 1.8 80 13 Sep 76 15 Oct 76 33 2.7 | | 

15 74 2.3 100 14 Sep 76 21 Nov 76 69 1.7 | 

16 70 2.0 84 22 Oct 76 27 Apr 77 188 1.5 | 

17 104 7.7 70 14 Sep 76 9 Oct 76 26 1.2 | 

18 80 3.2 107 23 Oct 76 27 Apr 77 187 0.2 ; 

*Temperature-sensitive transmitter. | | 

| | 

ANALYSIS OF DATA 

The Cedar Creek Bioelectronics Black Lake was partitioned into 30 m 
Laboratory computer programs squares and Moose Lake into 60 m 

(Cedar Creek Software Library) and squares (because of its larger size) on 
the Cyber 74 computer were used to an X-Y coordinate system. The com- 
analyze home range, intensity of use, puter summed the grid squares and 
and geometric center of activity on a number of fixes in each square to deter- 

monthly basis for each muskellunge mine home range, intensity of use, and | 

tracked. the construction of map overlays. | 

Home range is defined as the area When a home range boundary cut . 
over which an animal habitually trav- across a point of land, the land was ex- | 
els while engaged in its usual activities cluded from the home range calcula- : 

(Smith 1966). In this study, home tion. The home range calculation 1s 

, range or area utilized includes all ob- slightly biased since the whole area of a | 

servations made on each individual grid square is added even though only | 

muskellunge excluding long move- a portion of a square was used. How- : 

ments between home ranges. The ever, studies such as this one simply 
home range size was determined by a delimit an area that approaches the 
grid square method (Siniff and Tester maximum area utilized by an individ- | 

1965; Rongstad and Tester 1969). ual animal. ] : 
! 
|



A total of 2,268 fixes were obtained The general movements of fish No. The summer movements of muskel- 
on 18 muskellunge over a 14-month pe- 5 in Moose Lake from the date of cap- lunge studied were intermediate be- 
riod; 859 of these fixes were on 7 fish in ture, 26 September 1976 to 31 October tween the fall and winter extremes. No. 
Black Lake and 1,409 fixes were on 11 1976 are shown in Figure 11. This 4.1 2, a 5.4 kg fish, remained within a 0.8 
fish in Moose Lake. This represents a kg fish traversed half the length of the km radius in the vicinity of the mouth 
total of 55 muskellunge-months of — lake (6km) four times in less than one of Big Moose River (Fig. 13). This fish 
tracking. Muskellunge that were month. These long movements in the would move about 0.8 km up Big 
tracked ranged from 70 to 107 cm in fall were typical of all fish tracked in Moose River approximately once a 
length and from 1.8 to 10.1 kg in weight Moose Lake. The same fish remained week during July and August. It would 
(Table 1). within a radius of 0.4 km during the spend about 24 hours in the river each 

| | winter, from 14 December 1976 to 8 —— week where the water was about 1 m 
7 March 1977. deep over a rock-gravel substrate and 

The spring movements of fish No. 7 abundant wild celery. This muskel- 
are shown in Figure 12. This 7.7 kg lunge was also visually observed swim- 

SEASONAL MOVEMENTS muskellunge left its winter range about ming and resting in this area on four | 
15 March 1977 and arrived on its different occasions. Fish No. 1 moved 

Muskellunge studied showed peak spawning grounds on 13 April where it about within a distance of 2 km from 
movement in the fall, followed by mini- remained until 18 April. After spawn- 26 June to 5 September 1976 (Fig. 14). 
mum movement during the winter ing, fish No. 7 moved about almost con- The seasonal movements of the 
months. Peak movement was again stantly until 27 June when its trans- tracked muskellunge in Black Lake 
noted in spring followed by intermedi- mitter expired after 225 days of were less pronounced than those in 
ate movement during the summer. transmitting. Moose Lake, possibly because of its 
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FIGURE 12. Spring movements of fish No. 7 in Moose Lake from 15 Mar 77 to 15 Jun 77. 

difference in size. However, the basic recorded as unknown. The activity ble 3). This indicates that the tracked 

pattern remained the same with peak level of fish tracked in both lakes muskellunge were never observed be- 
movement in the fall and minimum showed a rapid rise at 3-4°C and re- low the epilimnion whose lower limit in 
movement during the winter. mained high until water temperatures Moose Lake rarely exceeded 3 m. Ta- 

On 5 November 1976, fish No. 12 in reached 25°C when it decreased (Fig. ble 3 also indicates low activity in 
Black Lake was detected swimming 16). water temperatures above 27°C. 

rapidly in open water and an attempt Table 2 shows the mean water tem- Behavior indicating the ability to 

was made to determine its velocity. perature at 1 m for each month. The respond to insufficient oxygen levels 
Figure 15 shows the route and the ex- greatest amount of activity was ob- was displayed by fish No. 18. This mus- 
act time each fix was made for a 2-hour served in the months of April and Oc- kellunge remained fairly quiescent in 
period. The average swimming velocity tober, while the least was observed north bay from 5 December 1976 to 20 

was 8.6 m/minute over the entire 2- during the winter months with inter- February 1977 when he moved into the 
hour period while the greatest average mediate activity in summer. Water south basin of Black Lake. By 20 Feb- 
velocity over a 3-minute period was temperatures taken at 1 m (because ruary the oxygen level in north bay had 
50.8 m/minute. fish usually inhabited water less than 2 dropped to 0 ppm but ranged from 4.1- 

m when summer stratification oc- 9.0 in the south basin. This fish re- 
curred) showed the highest mean mained in the south basin where oxy- 

FACTORS AFFECTING water temperature at 25°C. Yet, dur- gen levels were higher and did not re- 

MOVEMENT AND ACTIVITY ing the summer months the fish were turn to north bay until 25 March when 
often observed in shallow areas where oxygen levels were 3.5 ppm. 

Activity of radio-tagged muskel- the mid-afternoon water temperatures The water level fluctuation of 
lunge was found to be related to water sometimes exceeded 27°C. Moose Lake had no apparent effect on 
temperature. Percent activity is used Three muskellunge in Moose Lake the movement or activities of the 

here to compare the number of times a were tagged with temperature sensi- tracked muskellunge. The water level 
fish was observed active versus resting. tive transmitters during the time of is gradually drawn down 2.1 m annu- 
The tracker was unable to determine if stratification in the summer of 1977. ally from 15 October to 15 November 

the fish was active or resting for 5% of The tagged muskellunge were never and remains at that level throughout 
the fixes where the activity was observed in water less than 21°C (Ta- the winter until the time of ice out in 9
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The monthly home range size of the 

11 Moose Lake radio-tagged muskel- 
lunge for the entire tracking period o 4 
ranged from 2.3-27.7 ha between indi- Z 
vidual fish (Table 1). In Black Lake ye 
monthly home range size ranged from GF “Lp, 
0.2-2.7 between individuals. ST “7, 

Analysis of home range size on a Whha. YY 
monthly basis showed that muskel- . o) 
lunge tracked in Moose Lake had the Z | 
largest home range in October, Sep- A 
tember and May. Intermediate home 4) 
range sizes were observed during sum- Q UZ) 
mer months and the smallest during ‘ 
winter months (Fig. 17). Black Lake C 
muskellunge also showed large home 
ranges in the fall and smallest during 
the winter. 

The fall home ranges of fish Nos. 13 and 14 in Black Lake are illustrated in FIGURE 13. Home range of fish No. 2 from 1 Jul 76 to 31 Jul 76 on Moose Lake. 

Figure 18. Figure 19 shows the overlap- 

ping home ranges of fish Nos. 12 and 15 | | 
in Black Lake in the fall. Overlapping 
home ranges in October were also oy \9 
noted in Moose Lake between fish Nos. cegenp yp ON 
6, 7 and 8. On several occasions Nos. 7 — 
and 8 were observed within 10 m of ee ‘ oe 
each other. 

The fall, winter, and spring home © UTLIZeO AREA 
range of fish No. 7 in Moose Lake is f ea 
shown in Figure 20. Disjointed home 
ranges typified this tagged muskel- Fs 
lunge’s movements, where one area . Jb 
was intensively utilized followed by 9 
movement to another area which was 
also intensively utilized. On occasion, » VP 8 

other tracked muskellunge would also O we 
move back and forth between inten- S 
sively utilized areas. Fish No. 7 greatly _ x 

increased its spring home range which ° eg Y A 
included its spawning grounds (Fig. VRS 

ALY 

20). | 3 NN Vp cH 
The home range of fish No. 1 in /, ws 

Moose Lake increased from 6.1 ha in Mork, “ 75m 
June to 14.4 in August (Fig. 14). This PKL ae 
4.1 kg fish was the most active fish \ 
tracked during the summer season. 1 
The summer home range of fish No. 2 
(Fig. 18) was located near the mouth 
of Big Moose River. Part of this home 

10 range included the Big Moose River. FIGURE 14. Home range of fish No. 1 in June and August, 1976.



TABLE 2. Mean monthly water 
temperature (C) at 1 m. | 
Month Moose Lake Black Lake 

Jan 0.6 0.6 
Feb 0.6 0.6 
Mar 0.6 0.6 | . 
Apr 8.9 10.0 TABLE 3. Percent activity at various water 
May 18.9 19.1 temperatures of muskellunge tagged with 
Jun 22.8 94.4 temperature-sensitive radio transmitters in 

Jul 23.9 25.0 Moose Lake. 

Aug 23.9 24.4 Fish No. 22-24°C —-25-27°C_—- +27°C 
"ep iB 8 ioe 9 50% 41% 21% 

| ° ° 10 713% 43% 0% Nov 0.6 0.6 11 50% BA " 
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FIGURE 15. Movements of fish No. 12 in Black Lake on 5 Nov 76 from 10:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. 11
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{\, 7 

the 
SPAWNING ACTIVITIES | ° 

| 75m . ? 

The movements of five radio-tagged “ae | 
muskellunge onto spawning areas were . LY. 

_ observed in mid-April 1977. As soon as / | 
the ice went out the water tempera- CO Ye 
tures began to rise rapidly and the ox 
activity of the muskellunge increased ? . 
greatly. The only positive sex determi- a” 

nation possible was made on fish No. 
18, a 3.2 kg male. Milt was easily 2. 

squeezed from the fish during the tag- os 
ging procedure on 23 October 1976. : ZH 
This indicated an advanced degree of ( * LEGEND 
gonadal development by late fall. c OCT 76 to 31 OCT 76 

Three muskellunge (Nos. 13, 16 and 
18) on Black Lake were tracked during [AN | Fe8 77 to 28 FEB 77 
the spawning season. During the win- | C1) 1 wun 77 to 29 un 77 
ter, No. 13 remained fairly inactive 
about 0.4 km north of South Creek 
Bay. On 4 April, this fish began moving 
and moved about the entire south ba- 
sin until 14 April when it began staying FIGURE 20. Fall, winter and spring home ranges of fish No. 7 in Moose Lake. | 
in South Creek Bay (Fig. 21). The ice . 

_ broke up on 12 April. On 14 April the 
water temperature at 1 m in South 
Creek Bay was 8.3°C while water tem- , 

peratures in adjacent areas of the April this constant activity was con- after 2:00 a.m. but it was less intense. 
south basin ranged from 6.5-7.5°C at fined to an area less than 1 ha where I Tracking was discontinued at 3:00 a.m. : 
the same depth. Fish No. 13 remained believe they spawned. due to the storm. 
in South Creek Bay until 20 April when Fish Nos. 7 and 8 in Moose Lake On the night of 16 April the water 
the water temperature reached 14°C. were observed during the spawning temperature had dropped to 13.3°C in 
At this time the fish began moving over season. No. 7 wintered in an area of Cattail Bay and spawning activity oc- 
the entire southern portion of the lake. Cattail Bay (Fig. 22). On 11 April, No. curred but seemed to be less intense. 
It is believed that spawning occurred 7 was located in the area of Folson Is- No. 7 remained in the same area as the 
between 14 and 20 April in South land. On 13 April this fish was moving previous night and was moving almost 
Creek Bay. about Cattail Bay where the water constantly. Again using a light, No. 7 as 

Fish No. 16 moved to the area near temperature was 10.5°C at 1 m while well as one untagged muskellunge was | 
the mouth of Fishtrap Creek in the adjacent areas in the lake ranged from observed. During the days of 16-18 | 
north bay (Fig. 21) on 14 April after 7.5-9.5°C at 1 m. The water tempera- April No. 7 remained in the vicinity of 
being observed near the narrows be- tures warmed rapidly in the abnor- the spawning area (moving con- 
tween north bay and the southern ba- mally warm, sunny days of 12-15 April. stantly) and later moved into the open 
sin. There the water temperature was By 15 April the water temperature in water of Folson Island. 
8.9°C at 1 m while adjacent areas had Cattail Bay was 13.9°C. Based on night observations using a 
water temperatures of 6.5-7.5°C at the Spawning activity was observed be- light, no physical injury was noted on 
same depth. This fish remained near tween 7:00 p.m. 15 April and 3:00 a.m. No. 7 after carrying a 300-day trans- 

the mouth of Fishtrap Creek until 24 16 April near the southeast entrance to mitter since 16 October 1976. 
April when it roamed more extensively Cattail Bay (Fig. 22). Using a seal After being unable to locate No. 8 

but remained in north bay. The water beam light from a canoe, I observed six since 18 December 1976 this 4.5 kg fish 
temperature was 13.8°C when No. 16 untagged muskellunge plus No. 7. was found in the bay at the mouth of 
left the mouth of Fishtrap Creek where There was constant activity of No. 7 Farmers Creek (Fig. 22) on 13 April 
spawning probably had occurred. and occasional splashing from fish 1977. The water temperature was 

Muskellunge No. 18 utilized the breaking the surface. On three differ- 10.9°C in this location on 13 April and 
same spawning area as fish No. 16 (Fig. ent occasions I was able to attract mus- 7.5-9.5°C in adjacent waters. I believe 
21) beginning on 14 April, but left the kellunge by splashing a stick in the that No. 8 spawned in this area where 
creek mouth on 21 April when the water. The splashing could be a cue to it remained until 20 April when the 
water temperature was 13.3°C. All attracting males to a spawning female. water temperatures reached 13.9°C. 

three muskellunge in Black Lake were By 2:00 a.m. a thunderstorm was ap- After 20 April this fish moved out of 
active 100°. of the time tracked from 9 proaching and the rain began at 2:25 the bay but remained within 0.5 km of 

14 April through 27 April. From 14-20 a.m. The spawning activity continued the bay until 3 May.
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FIGURE 21. Muskellunge spawning sites in Black Lake. 

DESCRIPTION OF Black Lake spawning sites, with an in- merely the only sites observed in this 
fluent stream, muck and debris bot- study. 

SPAWNING SITES tom, depths generally less than 1 m 
and temperatures 1 to 2.5°C warmer 

The two spawning areas identified than the main body of Moose Lake. EFFECT OF : 
in Black Lake had very similar charac- Farmer’s Creek spawning area in the TRANSMITTERS 
teristics. Both were in areas with water fall of 1977, when the water level was 

depths of 1 m or less, with muck bot- drawn down, is shown in Figure 23. I have no evidence indicating that 
toms and much debris and dead vege- The Cattail Bay spawning site, in late the external radio transmitters used in 
tation. Both areas were in bays with in- fall, is shown in Figure 24. Note the this study influenced the results. There 
fluent streams which could have debris, dead vegetation and scattered was no mortality during the tracking | 
increased the water temperatures of rocks over a muck and sand bottom. period. 

these areas. In both areas the ice had The water depth during the spawning Muskellunge No. 11 was caught on a | 
thawed from the shoreline and open period was less than 1 m and a more large surface bait on 15 August 1977. 
water was exposed to radiant energy. rapid warming trend was noted, even The angler reported the fish as 3.8 kg in 
The lake proper remained covered though no influent stream is present. weight, 80.5 cm in length and in good | 
with ice. This does not suggest that these are condition. This represents a 0.2 kg in- | 

~ The Farmer’s Creek spawning area the only muskellunge spawning sites in crease in weight and a 1.5 cm increase 
in Moose Lake is very similar to the Moose and Black Lakes. They were in length after carrying a temperature 15 !



sensitive external radio transmitter for 
87 days. 

Fish No. 2 was observed both swim- 
ming and resting in the Big Moose 

River on four separate occasions. 

There were no weeds caught on the 
transmitter nor was a fungus infection 

visible on the fish. On 6 September 

1976 no movement or activity of No. 2 

could be detected after several fixes. 
The results were the same on several 

A consecutive days. On 3 October, No. 2 

was recaptured in a hoop net but the 

»/) FOLSOM transmitter had fallen off, apparently 

Cras > on 2 September. Careful examination 
CATTAIL BAY =~ of the transmitter attachment area 

° showed only minor evidence of the 
as transmitter having been there. The 

4 skin had not been eroded but there 
‘NN were a few missing scales around the 
yO area of attachment. It is doubtful that 

“og an angler would have ever noticed the 
& attachment site of the transmitter. 

8 5 This fish had grown 7 cm in length and 
0.4 kg in weight since being tagged on 

Rey 26 June 1976. On 31 October 1976, af- 

2 ~ ter the water level of Moose Lake had 
~ been drawn down about 0.9 m, the 

\\ transmitter carried by No. 2 was recov- 

ered. The attachment wire had broken 
and it was still emitting a strong signal. 

eS Muskellunge No. 7 was observed 
CARERS CHEER during the spawning season on the 

nights of 15-16 April 1977. As in other 
[AQ Fist No.7, 13-18 APR 77 fish observed, no weeds were caught on 

ZA ian naaiis-20 aen'7? “ the transmitter nor was any physical 
damage to the body of the fish visible. 
This fish was observed swiming rapidly 

and its movements appeared similar to 
the untagged fish observed at the same 
time. 

FIGURE 22. Muskellunge spawning sites in Moose Lake. 
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16 FIGURE 23. Farmer’s Creek muskelliunge spawning site. FIGURE 24. Cattail Bay muskellunge spawning site.



Biotelemetry using external radio- The offset fusiform shape with the at- uration, while in spring the fish must | 
transmitters proved to be an effective tachment wire coming out of the anter- locate and/or migrate to a suitable | 
method of studying the movements iormost point of the transmitter pre- spawning habitat. | | 
and behavior of the muskellunge. Con- vents weeds from catching on the Results of this study suggest that | 
current studies on muskellunge in On- transmitter. This is especially impor- temperature is one of the significant | 
tario were carried out successfully us- tant on species such as muskellunge in- factors influencing the general behav- : 
ing radio transmitters surgically habiting weedy areas. ior of the muskellunge. Minimum ac- ! 
implanted in the body cavity (Minor Seasonal variation in home range tivity occurred at 0-2°C during winter : 
and Crossman 1978) and internal ul- size found in this study is similar to the with greatly increased activity at 3-4°C | 

trasonic transmitters (Crossman findings of Minor and Crossman and above. Activity did not decrease ! 
1977). Radio telemetry is a much more (1978). However, what they refer to as greatly until temperatures exceeded | 
efficient means of tracking fish in a low a breakdown of home range in the 25°C. In the Ontario muskellunge, Mi- | 
conductivity freshwater environment spring and fall is relected by both in- nor and Crossman (1978) indicated 
than ultrasonic telemetry (Stasko and creased home range size and long _ that movement is minimal below 3.5°C 
Pincock 1977 and Winter, 1976). Key movements in this study. This is in and maximum from 10-15°C. In com- | 
advantages are that radio signals can contrast to findings by Malinin (1970) parison Casselman (1978) found the 

be received above the water surface at and Diana et al. (1977) who found that northern pike to be least active at tem- - | 

distances exceeding 1 km and that ice no home range is established by the peratures below 6°C with maximum | 
| covering during winter has little effect closely related nothern pike (Esox lu- activity occurring from 14-19°C. | 

on the radio signal. These factors in- clus Linnaeus). Findings in this study In early spring the movement of the | 
crease tracking efficiency. indicate that muskellunge do not hold tracked muskellunge increased before | 

A major assumption in all telemetry a home range exclusive of conspecifics water temperatures began to rise. This | 
studies is that the transmitter-tagged | and are in agreement with Crossman suggests that factors other than tem- | 

individuals represent the behavior of (1977). OO peratures influence the onset of spawn- 
conspecifics. Young et al. (1972) and The home range sizes of the tracked __ ing. It is most likely that a combination 

} Stasko (1975a) stated that confidence muskellunge in Moose Lake ranged of environmental factors such as tem- 
_ in the results from telemetry observa- — from 2.3 to 27.7 ha and in Black Lake it | perature, increasing photoperiod and — OS 

tions increases when tagged fish feed ranged from 0.2 to 2.7 ha. The larger increasing oxygen levels might inititate 
normally and strike at anglers’ bait. In grid square size used in analysis of the movement to spawning areas. How- 
this study I believe that the transmit- Moose Lake home range data would ever, Fabricius (1950) stated that ris- 
ters had a minimal effect on the mus- tend to slightly overestimate the home ing temperature is the primary factor 
kellunge’s behavior and that the re- range size when compared to Black influencing spawning. Spawning sites 

sulting data and observations Lake. However, it is apparent that identified in this study were 0.5-1.5°C 
represent the behavior of other mus- other factors did influence the differ- warmer than adjacent areas. Spawning 
kellunge in the respective waters. ence in size of the home ranges be- activities of 1 radio-tagged and 6 un- 
Tagged fish did feed and grow nor- tween the two lakes. Such factors could tagged muskellunge were observed 
mally, strike at anglers’ bait and ex- have been lake size, predominant prey during the night at temperatures be- 
hibit swimming and spawning behav- species and their size and abundance. tween 10° and 14° C. Minor and Cross- 
ior similar to untagged muskellunge. Johnson (1963) stated that availabil- man (1978) reported spawning activ- 
The amount of handling was mini- ity of food is a factor likely to influence ites only during daylight hours at 
mized. Fish were removed from nets, home range size of muskellunge. If for- temperatures from 10.5-15.5°C and 

tagged without the use of anesthetic age fishes are present, muskellunge Williamson (1942) stated that spawn- 
and released within a 5-minute period, may stay near their food source. DNR ing occurs from 10-14°C. However, the 
which also increased confidence in the lake survey results suggest that catas- same type of spawning habitat was uti- 
results (Stasko and Pincock 1977). tomids are the predominant forage in _ lized by muskellunge in all three stud- 

Winter (1976; 1977) and Haynes et Moose Lake while centrarchids and ies. These behavioral differences can- 
al. (1978) successfully used similar perch make up the forage base in Black _ not be explained at present. 
transmitter attachment methods. Lake. Movements of these prey species The information gained in this 
However, the modification using the may influence the home range and study could provide guidance in the 
single wire loop attachment rather movements of the muskellunge in potential development of artificially 

than two individual attachment wires these lakes. created muskellunge spawning areas 
prevented the occurrence of one wire Reproduction is another factor in- and the rehabilitation of existing 
breaking, leaving the transmitter dan- fluencing the home range size and be- spawning areas, thus enhancing natu- 
gling by the second wire. Using one havior of the muskellunge. Intense ac- ral reproduction of the muskellunge. 
wire loop insures that when the wire tivity in the fall may be related to 
breaks the entire unit falls off the fish. increased feeding during gonadal mat- 17



1. External radio transmitters were 4. Temperature correlated with 7. Four spawning areas were identi- | 
successfully used to obtain 2,268 fixes both movement and activity of mus- fied and spawning activities were ob- 
on 18 muskellunge over a 14-month pe- kellunge. Minimum activity occurred served. Muskellunge moved onto 

) riod causing no mortality or noticeable at tempratures below 2°C during win- spawning grounds when water temper- 
ill effects on the fish. ter, while activity levels rapidly in- atures reached 8-10°C amd remained 

. creased at 3-4°C. Activity did not drop on spawning grounds for 5-10 days un- 
2. Muskellunge showed two peaks in sharply until temperatures reached til temperatures reached approxi- 

movement. One occurred in the fall fol- 95°C. mately 14°C 

low ed oy minimum movemen dur ms | 5. Muskellunge moved out of an 8. Spawning activities of 1 radio- 
| wien © nedi occurred In Sprig area with low oxygen levels to areas of tagged and 6 untagged muskellunge 

with intermediate movement in higher oxygen levels during late winter. were observed at night in depths less 
summer. 6. Mean monthly home range size of than 1 m over muck/sand bottom with 

3. The maximum average swimming tracked muskellunge varied from 2.3 to much debris and dead vegetation. 
velocity of muskellunge observed was 27.7 ha in Moose Lake to 0.2 to 2.7 ha Spawning areas were approximately 
50.8 m/minute. in Black Lake. 1.5°C warmer than adjacent waters. 

APPENDIX A: Preliminary Study 

| TABLE 4. Survival of northern pike with dummy internal 

| transmitters versus dummy external transmitters. 

No. Northern Pike Surviving 

Days After Tagging External Internal Controls 

An attempt was made prior to the 0 4 4 4 
study in Moose and Black Lakes to | 5 4 3 | 4 
evaluate the effects of both the internal 15 4 2 3 
and external transmitters on the sur- 25 3 1 3 
vival of muskellunge. Maximum sur- 35 2 0 3 
vival is important in this study since 45 1 _0 1 
individual fish will be tracked for peri- 18 10 18 
ods of up to one year. Therefore, the 

best mode of tagging had to be 
determined. 

Since muskellunge are rather rare, 
their close relative the northern pike 

was used. Seventeen northern pike method described by Winter (1977). pike tagged with dummy external 
were obtained ranging from 50 to 80 cm Fish were anesthetized using tricaine- transmitters and controls (Table 4). 
in length. The fish were placed in a methane sulfonate (M.S. 222) prior to Fish tagged with internal transmitters 
well-aerated 1,500 liter tank at 18°C. the tagging procedure. Five fish were had a lower survival rate. Fungal infec- 
Four fish were used as controls. used in practicing the surfical proce- tion probably due to handling and cap- 
Dummy internal transmitters were dures of transmitter attachment and tivity appeared to be the cause of death 
placed in four fish using the method implantation prior to the experimental in fish used in this experiment. No loss 
described by Hart and Summerfelt study. in buoyancy or equilibrium was ob- 

1 (1975). Dummy external transmitters Results indicate no significant dif- served after recovery from the 
8 were placed on four fish using the ference in survival between northern anesthetic.
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